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BACKGROUND IN ENTRY SYSTEMS
MIKE EHRET - MATERIALS ENGINEER
23 YEARS ROCKWELL SPACE DIVISION
• SATURN S-II
• SPACE SHUTrLE ORBITER
MANAGER: MATERIALS & PROCESSES






















0.15- 0.213 LB/FT2 0.82-1.25 LB/Fr 2 0.90 - 3.5 LB/FT 2 7.4 LB/FT2
3,000 FT 2 3,000 FT 2 5°000 FT 2 400 FT 2
REUSABILITY
J'_'" /
_ STRUCTURAL _ THERMAL
INTEGRITY INTEGRITY
I EXISTING SYSTEM IS FUNCTIONAL BUT MAY NOT BE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE i
360
ADVANCED TPS OPPORTUNITIES
• INTEGRAL COATING MODIFIED C-9 • ADVANCED RCG_J
• CERAMIC COATING . LIFE CYCLE • IMD (HTP)
HIGH TEMP • TUFI\ " •\ \ • _P4,n.2o
\ \ \. FRC_a
• NICALON _ \. AETB • KNIT OR 3-D WOVEN
PBI FELTS "_ _ _ \ • NEXTEL 4401480
KNITS/WEAVES. _ " NEXTEL 4401480 \ _ \ • COATINGS
FASRC HRDS\\ UNFREDCOA Na\\ \ :  Rc JG' \ \ \\\ \
HIGH TEMP_XTEL \ SIP \ • OPACIFIERS/FOILS
ADHESIVES _OPACIFIERS _ _ • NEXTEL/NICALON
_ " ° HIGH TEMP. • KNIT OR 3-D WOVEN
GROUT NOMEX
TPS MATERIAL ENHANCEMENTS ARE FEASIBLE
MATERIAL/CONCEPT BENEFITS TECHNOLOGY GAPS TRENDS
RIGID TPS:

























• LOWER COST THAN RIGID
• REDUCED VULNERABILITY

















• INDUSTRY DATA BASE
• MECHANICAL PROPERTIES












• INDUSTRY DATA BASE
• INSPECTION
• COATING REPAIR














• MIXING FIBER BLENDS













SUMMARY OF TECHNOLOGY NEEDS AND DIRECTION
NEEDS
• LIGHTWEIGHT AND DURABLE RIGID INSULATION AND HIGHER
TEMPERATURE FLEXIBLE MATERIALS
• INSPECTION, REPAIR, PRODUCIBILITY, AND MAINTAINABILITY OF
REFRACTORY COMPOSITES
DIRECTION OF EFFORTS
• FUNDING BASE IS RELATIVELY SMALL FOR FUTURE YEARS
• TO MAXIMIZE RETURNS, COLLABORATIVE PROGRAMS APPEAR TO
BE PRACTICAL
• SSD'S APPROACH IS TO IMPLEMENT NASA DEVELOPED
TECHNOLOGY
SPACETRANSPORTATION STRUCTURES AND MATERIALSWORKSHOP
ENTRY SYSTEMS PANEL
DON'T DESIGN A SPACECRAFT AS THOUGH IT WILL BE TREATED
LIKE A SPACECRAFT
DON'T BELIEVE PRELIMINARY LOADS
DON'T ALLOW MATERIALS R&T HISTORY TO VANISH
DON'T CERTIFY WITHOUT SYSTEM LEVEL TESTS
• DON'T BELIEVE THAT THE DESTROYER OF "GOOD" IS "BETTER"
• DON'T BUILD ANYTHING NEW WITH SOA MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY
i:
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